CASE STUDY:

Oracle’s 60X ROI with TechnologyAdvice Leads

LEAD GENERATION CASE STUDY

Introduction
About Oracle
Headquartered in Redwood City, California, Oracle Corporation is one of the
world’s leading providers of enterprise software. Their suite of Customer Experience
Applications extends across marketing, sales, service, commerce, social media, and
CPQ, with notable enterprise customers such as NBC Sports, Southwest Airlines, and
Walgreens.
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Executive Summary
Lead generation is one of the top challenges for the modern B2B organization. In part,
that’s because marketers have yet to pin down the most effective practices, media, and
technology. Rather than see their budgets bottom out, many organizations augment their
programs with help from a third-party agency.
At TechnologyAdvice, we specialize in B2B marketing and lead generation for business
technology companies. We build relationships with vendors, learn their products, and
connect buyers with the best solutions for their needs. In this case study, we’ll outline a
recent success story from one of our clients — Oracle (Customer Experience Applications).

The Challenge
Oracle’s Inside Sales Team is responsible for following up with program leads across the
Customer Experience Suite, and they have their share of roadblocks: some programs are
fed by expired or low-quality leads, which means good leads can fall through the cracks.
In addition, tenuous sales intelligence and lack of cohesion between departments often
leaves sales reps unsure how to best follow up with a lead.
Oracle partnered with TechnologyAdvice in the fall of 2014 to create a program that would
drive the Sales Cloud pipeline through generation of marketing qualified leads (MQLs).
Julie Ann Castro, director of North America Marketing for the Customer Experience
Applications Campaigns, helped define their prospect targeting requirements:

• All industries except public sector

• Sales managers or higher

• U.S. organizations of 250 or more employees

• Agreed to be contacted by Oracle rep
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The Solution
TechnologyAdvice built a custom content syndication and teledemand program
using a piece of top-of-funnel content from Oracle — a whitepaper entitled “How to
Drive Revenue With A Modern Sales Cloud.” Our outbound representatives contacted
prospects who downloaded the content and followed up with a custom qualification
question:

In regards to your current CRM solution which of the following would you say is the
biggest need for improvement?
• Ease of deployment

• Collaboration across all teams

• Updating sales numbers across mobile devices

• Building prospect pipeline

• Insight into sales forecasting and analytics

• Other

Prospects who responded to this pain-point question and agreed to be contacted
by an Oracle representative were logged as MQLs, with contact information verified
and confirmed to be 100 percent accurate. During the program — which spanned Q2
and Q3 of Oracle’s fiscal year 2015 — TechnologyAdvice generated 405 MQLs for the
Inside Sales Team.

“TechnologyAdvice
generated 405 MQLs
for the Inside Sales
Team.”
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Additional Coaching
After delivering the leads, TechnologyAdvice sent a client development advisor to train Oracle
reps on best practices for following up. The advisor communicated how leads were scored and
worked with department leaders to optimize the lead flow process within Oracle’s CRM system.
Key points of the training session included:

• Ease of deployment
• Updating sales numbers across mobile devices
• Insight into sales forecasting and analytics
• Collaboration across all teams

Throughout the follow-up process, TechnologyAdvice performed regular check-ins (every 10
days) with the Inside Sales Team to ensure program effectiveness and lead quality/accuracy.

Summary of Results

100% compliance
with Oracle’s unique
targeting requirements
and guaranteed
accuracy of lead
information

Generated and
delivered 405 MQLs for
Oracle Sales Cloud

Based on deals won,
TechnologyAdvice’s
program surpassed
a 6,000 percent ROI,
with 10 Sales Cloud
opportunities still
pending
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Connect with More Customers
TechnologyAdvice is one of the world’s leading resources for business technology buyers.
In addition to serving buyers, we work with vendors to grow their customer base through
unique demand generation programs. These programs improve product awareness by placing
matched solutions in front of their ideal customers.
Lead generation doesn’t have to be a challenge. TechnologyAdvice helped Oracle generate
hundreds of marketing qualified leads (MQLs) for their Sales Cloud pipeline. We can help you
do the same.

Visit - www.TechnologyAdvice.com

Have Questions?

Our team of experts is ready to help!

877.720.3289
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